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LABOR- AND CAPITAL-AUGMENTING
TECHNICAL CHANGE

Daron Acemoglu

MassachusettsInstituteof Technology

Abstract
I analyze an economy in which firms can undertakeboth labor- and capital-augmenting
technological improvements.In the long run, the economy resembles the standardgrowth
model with purely labor-augmentingtechnical change, and the share of labor in GDP is
constant. Along the transitionpath, however, there is capital-augmentingtechnical change
and factor shareschange. Tax policy and changes in labor supply or savings typically change
factor shares in the short run, but have no or little effect on the long-run factor distribution
of income. (JEL:033, 014, 031, E25)

1. Introduction
Figures 1 and 2 show the shares of GDP accruing to labor in the United States
and France over the past 80 years (with the remainder accruing to capital).1 The
first striking, but well-known, pattern is that these factor shares show no trend
in the long run (despite significant capital deepening during the same period).
The second importantobservation is that there are large movements in the share
of labor over periods as long as 10 or 20 years. For example, in both countries,
there is a large increase in the share of labor after World War II. Almost all
models of growth and capital accumulation, of both endogenous and exogenous types, explain the stability of factor shares using one of two assumptions: either the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor is taken to
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Figure 1. LaborSharein Total Value Addedin the U.S. CorporateSectorfrom Piketty
and Saez (2001)
Source: National Accounts, National Income and ProductiveAccounts (NIPA) Table 1, 16.

Figure 2. LaborSharein Total Value Addedin the FrenchCorporateSectorfrom Piketty
(2001) Based on FrenchNationalAccounts
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be equalto 1, or all technicalchangeis assumedto be laboraugmenting(Harrod
neutral).2
With an elasticityof substitutionbetweencapitaland laborequalto 1, i.e.,
with a Cobb-Douglasproductionfunction,the sharesof capitaland labor are
pinned down by technology alone (as long as firms are along their factor
demandcurves).Forexample,supposethatthe aggregateproductionfunctionis
Y = ALaKl~awhereK is capital,and L is labor.Then, the shareof laborwill
alwaysbe equalto a. Thereare reasonsto be skepticalthatthe Cobb-Douglas
productionfunctionprovidesan entirelysatisfactoryapproximationto reality,
however.First,most estimatessuggest thatthe aggregateelasticityof substitution is significantlyless thanI.3 Second,a productionfunctionwith an elasticity
of substitutionof 1 does not providea frameworkfor analyzingfluctuationsin
factorshares,such as those shown in figures 1 and 2.
The patternsdepictedin figures1 and 2 are consistentwith a moregeneral
neoclassicalproductionfunction,but requireall technicalchange to be labor
augmentingand to take place exactly at the same rate as the rate of capital
deepening.More specifically,consideran aggregateproductionfunctionof the
form Y = F(MK,NL). The assumptionof labor-augmenting
technicalchange
implies thattechnicalprogressonly increasesN, and does not affect M- or in
other words, it rotates the isoquantsaroundthe capital axis. A neoclassical
technicalchangeprovides
productionfunctionwith (purely)labor-augmenting
an attractiveframeworkfor macroeconomicanalysis,since it is consistentnot
only with the long-runstabilityof factor shares,but also with medium-term
swings in responseto changesin capitalstock,laborsupplyor technology.It is
in fact the startingpoint of graduatetextbooks on growth (e.g., Barro and
Sala-i-Martin,1995). However,this frameworkraises anotherimportantquesOr equivalently,why do
tion: why is all technicalchange labor-augmenting?
profit-maximizingfirms choose innovationsthat only increase AT?Although
2. A third possibility is that the aggregate production function is Y = F(K, H) where H is human
capital, accumulatingat the same rate as K, so that there is no "capitaldeepening." However, the rate
of accumulation of human capital appears to be substantially less than that of physical capital. For
example, in the United States, average schooling of the workforce increased by about 1 year in every
decade in the postwar era, which translatesroughly to a 6 percent increase in the human capital of the
workforce(e.g., Acemoglu and Angrist, 2000), comparedto an approximately4 percentper year growth
in the capital stock between 1959 and 1998 (see The Economic Report of the President 1999).
3. For example, Nadiri (1970), Nerlove (1967), and Hamermesh (1993) survey a range of early
estimates of the elasticity of substitution, which are generally between 0.3 and 0.7. David and Van
de Klundert (1965) similarly estimate this elasticity to be in the neighborhood of 0.3. Using the
translog product function, Griffin and Gregory (1976) estimate elasticities of substitution for nine
OECD economies between 0.06 and 0.52. See also Eisner and Nadiri (1968) and Lucas (1969).
Berndt (1976), on the other hand, estimates an elasticity of substitution equal to 1, but does not
control for a time trend, creating a strong bias towards 1. Using more recent data, and various
different specifications, Krusell, Ohanian, Rios-Rull, and Violante (2000) and Antras (2001) also
find estimates of the elasticity significantly less than 1. Estimates implied by the response of
investment to the user cost of capital also typically yield an elasticity of substitution between
capital and labor significantly less than 1 (see, e.g., Chirinko 1993, Chirinko, Fazzari, and Mayer
1999, 2001, or Mairesse, Hall, and Mulkay 1999).
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startingwith Romer's (1986, 1990) and Lucas' (1988) contributionsa large
literaturehas investigated the determinantsof technological progress and
growth,the directionof technicalchange- the reasonwhy all progresstakesthe
form of increasesin N- has received little attention.
In this paper I investigate the forces that push the economy towards
technicalchange.I analyzean otherwisestandardendogenous
labor-augmenting
firmscan invest to increasebothM and
growthmodel whereprofit-maximizing
N in termsof the productionfunctionY = F(MK,NL). The only asymmetryis
thatcapital,K, can be accumulated,while labor,L, cannot.4I show thatin this
economy all technicalprogresswill be labor-augmentingalong the balanced
growthpath.Hence,given the standardassumptionsfor endogenousgrowth,the
result that long-runtechnicalchange must be labor-augmentingfollows from
incentives.Consequently,in the long run,the shareof capital
profit-maximizing
andthe interestrateremainstable,while the wage rateincreasessteadilydue to
labor-augmentingtechnicalchange and capitaldeepening.In some sense, this
paperthereforeprovidesa microfoundationfor the basic neoclassicalgrowth
technicalchange.
model with labor-augmenting
while
the
balancedgrowthpathof this economyresemNotably,however,
bles the standardneoclassicalmodel, along the transitionpaththereis typically
technical
technicalchange.Thatis, purelylabor-augmenting
capital-augmenting
is
a
change only long-runphenomenon.
I also show thatas long as capitalandlaborare gross complements,i.e., as
long as the elasticityof substitutionbetweenthese two factorsis less than 1, the
balanced growth path with purely labor-augmentingtechnical change is the
unique asymptotic (noncycling) equilibrium,and it is stable. The stability
techniquesis
propertyis intuitive:the profitabilityof new capital-augmenting
in
rate and a
in
of
GDP
both
a
interest
the
share
capital
higher
increasing
increase
the
demand
for
new
that
of
technologies
complelargersupply capital
ment or use capital.Consequently,when the shareof capitalin GDP is large,
technicalchange.Withthe elasticityof
therewill be furthercapital-augmenting
substitutionless than 1, these new technologieswill reducethe shareof capital,
pushingthe economy towardsthe BGP.
In additionto providingan explanationfor why long-runtechnicalchange
the frameworkpresentedhere also suggests a reason for
is labor-augmenting,
the long-runstabilityof factorsharesdespitemajorchangesin taxes and labor
market institutions.The neoclassical growth model with labor-augmenting
technical change predicts a constant long-run share of labor, but this share
shouldrespondto policies thataffect the capital-laborratio.In contrast,I show
and labor-augmenting
thatin the frameworkhere with both capital-augmenting
technicalchange,a rangeof policies will have no effect (or only second-order
4. The importantassumptionis that(efficiencyunitsof) laborcannotbe accumulatedasymptotically, which appearsreasonablewith finite lives, since individualswill have only a limitedtime
to invest in humancapital.See Jones (2002) and footnote2.
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effects) on long-run factor shares: they will affect capital-deepening, but will
also have an offsetting effect on capital-augmentingtechnicalchange. These results
suggest that the framework here is not only useful as a microfoundationfor the
standardgrowth model, but for policy analysis as well: implications of a range
of policies are very differentwhen capital-augmentingtechnical change is possible.
It is useful to briefly outline the intuition for why long-run technical change
will be labor augmenting. Suppose labor-augmenting progress takes the form of
"labor-using" progress, that is, the invention of new labor-intensive goods.5
Similarly, capital-augmenting progress corresponds to the invention of new
capital-intensive goods. In this economy, new goods will be introduced because
of future expected profits from their sale. When there are n labor-augmenting
goods, the profitability of an additional labor-intensive good is proportional to
wL/n because each intermediate good producer will hire Lin workers, and its
profits are given by a markup over the marginal cost of production- the wage
rate, w. Similarly, when there are m capital-intensive goods, profits from further
capital-augmenting progress are proportional to rK/m, where r is the rental rate
of capital. When technical progress relies on the use of scarce factors such as
labor, long-run growth requires that further innovations build "upon the shoulders of giants," that is, increases in n and m have to be proportional to their
existing levels.6 The return to allocating further resources to labor-augmenting
innovation is therefore proportional to n • (wL/n), while the return to capital•
augmenting innovation is proportional to m (rK/m). These two returns will be
balanced for a specific factor distribution of income.
Furthermore,when the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor is
less than 1, a high level of n relative to m implies that the share of capital is high
compared to the share of labor. This will encourage more capital-augmenting
technical progress and increase m. The converse applies when m is too high.
Equilibrium technical progress will therefore stabilize factor shares.
Finally, capital accumulation along the balanced growth path implies that
technical progress will increase n more than m? Intuitively, there are two ways
to increase the production of capital-intensive goods, via capital-augmenting
5. In principle, there are two ways to model labor-augmentingtechnical progress:as the
introductionof new productionmethodsthatdirectlyincreasethe productivityof labor,or as the
introductionof new goods andtasksthatuse labor.Here,I discussthe secondformulation.Later,
I will show that the same results apply when labor-augmentingprogress takes the form of
"labor-enhancing"
progress.
6. Rivera-Batizand Romer (1991) refer to this case as the knowledge-basedspecification.
Empiricalwork in this areasupportsthe notionof substantialspilloversfrom past research,e.g.,
Caballeroand Jaffe (1993) or Jaffe, Trajtenberg,and Henderson(1993).
7. An importantquestionis what n and m correspondto in practice.Althoughit is difficultto
answerthis questionpreciselywithinthe contextof a stylizedmodel, it seems plausibleto think
of manyof the majorinventionsof the twentiethcentury,includingelectricity,new chemicalsand
andcomputers,as expandingthe set of tasksthatlaborcan performandthe
plastics,entertainment,
types of goods that labor can produce.In contrast,some of the early importanttechnological
improvements,such as the introductionof coke, the hot blast, and the Bessemerprocess,can be
viewedas capital-augmenting
advances,since they reducedthe costs of capitalandothernonlabor
inputs,see Habakkuk(1962, pp. 157-159).
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technicalchange and capital accumulation,and only one way to increasethe
technicalchange.
goods, throughlabor-augmenting
productionof labor-intensive
that
technical
Capital accumulation,therefore,implies
change has to be, on
than
more
average,
labor-augmenting
capital-augmenting.In fact, the model
implies a strongerresult:with an elasticityof substitutionbetweencapitaland
labor less than 1, in the long run there will be no net capital-augmenting
technicalchange,m will remainconstant,and all technicalchangewill be labor
augmenting.
The ideas in this paper are closely related to the induced innovation
literatureof the 1960s and to Hicks' discussionof the determinantsof equilibriumbias of technicalchangein The Theoryof Wages(1932). Hicks wrote:"A
change in the relative prices of the factors of productionis itself a spur to
invention,and to inventionof a particularkind- directedto economizingthe
use of a factorwhichhas become relativelyexpensive."(pp. 124-125). Fellner
(1961) expandedon this argumentand suggestedthat technicalprogresswas
more labor augmentingbecause wages were growing, and were expected to
grow, so technicalchange would try to save on this factorthat was becoming
more expensive. In an importantcontribution,Kennedy (1964) argued that
innovationsshouldoccurso as to keep the shareof GDP accruingto capitaland
laborconstant.Samuelson(1965), inspiredby the contributionsof Kennedyand
Fellner,constructeda reducedformmodelwherefirmschooseM andN in terms
of the priorproductionfunctionin orderto maximizethe instantaneousrate of
cost reduction.He showed that under certain conditions, this would imply
equalizationof factor shares.Samuelsonalso noted that with capital accumulation,technicalchangewouldtendto be labor-augmenting.
Others,for example
Nordhaus(1973), criticizedthis whole literature,however, because it lacked
microfoundations:
it was not clear who undertookthe R&D activities,and how
were
financed
and priced.
they
revisits
this territory,but startsfrom a microeconomicmodel of
My paper
technicalchange, as in, among others,Romer(1990), Segerstrom,Anant, and
Dinopoulos (1990), Grossmanand Helpman(1991a, 1991b), and Aghion and
Howitt (1992, 1998), where innovationsare carriedout by profit-maximizing
firms.In contrastto these papers,and crucialfor the analysishere, I allow for
both labor-and capital-augmenting
innovations.
The rest of the paperis organizedas follows. The next section outlinesthe
basic environmentandcharacterizesthe asymptoticequilibriaandthe balanced
growthpath. Section 3 analyzestransitionaldynamics,and shows thatwith an
elasticity of substitutionless than 1, the economy tends to a balancedgrowth
technicalprogress.Section
pathwith stablefactorsharesand labor-augmenting
4 analyzesthe consequencesof a rangeof policies on the factordistributionof
income.Section5 investigatesthe implicationsof alternativeformulationsof the
"innovationpossibilitiesfrontier,"extendsthe modelto allow for the production
and R&D sectors to compete for labor, and also shows that the same results
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obtain with different formulationsof technical change. Section 6 contains
conclusions,and the Appendixcontainsall the proofs.
2. Modeling the Direction of Technical Change
2.1 The Environment
I consider an economy consisting of L unskilled workerswho work in the
productionsector, and S "scientists"who performR&D. The distinctionbetween unskilledworkersand scientistsis adoptedto ensurethatthe production
and R&D sectors do not compete for workers.This is only to simplify the
exposition,and will be relaxedin Section 5.
I assumethatthe economyadmitsa representative
consumerwith the usual
constantrelativerisk aversion(CRRA)preferences:8

(-city-6- 1
Jo

whereC{t)is consumptionat the time / and 6 > 0 is the elasticityof marginal
utility.When 0 = 0, the utility functionin (1) is linear,and the representative
agent is risk neutral.When 0 -> 1, the utility functionbecomes logarithmic.I
droptime argumentswhen this causes no confusion(I use the time arguments
in the proofs in the Appendix).The budget constraintof the representative
consumerrequiresthatconsumptionand investmentexpendituresare less than
total income:
C + / < wL + rK + o)sS+ II,
(2)
where/ denotesinvestment,w is the wage rateof labor,r is the interestrate,K
denotesthe capitalstock, (osis the wage ratefor scientists,and II is totalprofit
income. The resourceconstraintof the economy implies that
wL + rK + cosS+ n = Y = [yF[*~1)/e+ (1 - y)y^leYl{e~x\
(3)
where Y is an outputaggregateproducedfrom a labor-intensiveand a capitalintensivegood, respectivelyYLand YK,with elasticityof substitutions, where
0 < s < oo.
For simplicity, I assume that there is no depreciationof capital, so the
changein the capitalstock (andin the representativeconsumer'sasset level) is
given by
K = I.
(4)

8. The presence of two types of agents, scientists and workers,causes no problemfor the
representativeconsumerassumptionsince with CRRAutility functionsthese preferencescan be
aggregatedinto a CRRArepresentativeconsumer.See, for example,Caselli and Ventura(2000).
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The labor-intensive and capital-intensive goods are produced competitively
from constant elasticity of substitution (CES) production functions of laborintensive and capital-intensive intermediates, with elasticity v = 1/(1 - ]3):

YL=

0

yiO^di

and

YK=

.

°

ykffidi

,

(5)

where y(/)'s denote the intermediate goods and ]3 E (0, 1), so that v > 1 and
different intermediate goods are gross substitutes.9 This formulation implies that
there are two different sets of intermediate goods, n of those that are produced
with labor, and m that are produced using only capital. An increase in n- an
expansion in the set of labor-intensive intermediates- corresponds to laboraugmenting technical change, while an increase in m corresponds to capitalaugmenting technical change.
Intermediate goods are supplied by monopolists who hold the relevant
patent, and are produced linearly from their respective factors:
yi({) = /(/)

and

yk(i) = k(i)9

(6)

where /(/) and jfc(/)are labor and capital used in the production of good /. Market
clearing for labor and capital then requires:
Cn

l{i)di = L

Cm

k(i)di = K.

and

(7)

Jo

Jo

To close the model, I need to specify the innovation possibilities frontierthat is, the technological possibilities for transforming resources into blueprints
for new varieties of capital-intensive and labor-intensive intermediates. I assume
that these blueprints are created by the R&D efforts of scientists, who are, in
turn, employed by R&D firms. There is free entry into the R&D sector. Once an
R&D firm invents a new intermediate, it receives a perfectly enforced patent and
becomes the perpetual monopolist of that intermediate. R&D firms have access
to the following technologies for invention:
n
- =
bMSdSt -8

and

m
- =

bk<KSJSk 8,

(8)

where bb bk, and 8 are strictly positive constants and <£(•)is a continuously
differentiable and decreasing function such that <f>(s)sis always increasing, and
<K0) < °°. 5Zand Sk denote, respectively, the number of scientists working to
9. Alternatively,preferencescould be directlydefinedover the differentvarietiesof y(/), with
identicalresults.
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discover new labor-intensive and capital-intensive intermediates, with the market clearing condition
5/ + Sk = S.
(9)
I also assume that the economy starts at t = 0 with n > 0 and m > 0.
Equation (8) implies a number of important features:
1. Technical change is directed, in the sense that the society (researchers)
can generate faster improvements in one type of intermediates than the
other. This feature will enable the analysis of whether equilibrium
technical change will be labor- or capital-augmenting.
2. The fact that </>(•)is decreasing means that there are intratemporal
decreasing returns to R&D effort; when more scientists are allocated to
the invention of labor-intensive intermediates, the productivity of each
declines. This might be, for example, because scientists crowd each other
out in competing for the invention of similar intermediates. This
decreasing returns assumption is adopted to simplify the analysis of
is constant, the behavior of St and 5* is
transitional dynamics- when </>(*)
discontinuous.
3. Research effort devoted to the invention of labor-intensive intermediates,
(friS^Sf,leads to a proportional increase in the supply of these
intermediates at the rate bb while the same effort devoted to the discovery
of capital-using intermediates leads to a proportional increase at the rate
bk. The parameters bt and bk potentially differ since the discovery of one
type of new intermediate may be "technically" more difficult than
discovering the other type (the standard model with only laboraugmenting technical change can be thought as the special case with bk =
0). I also assume that the crowding effect captured by the function </>(•)is
not internalized by individual R&D firms, so each R&D firm takes the
productivity of allocating one more scientist to each of the two sectors,
b^iSf) or bk4>(Sk),as given when deciding which sector to enter. The
results are identical when R&D firms act "noncompetitively" and form
global research consortiums, internalizing these crowding-out effects.
4. Each intermediate disappears at the rate S, so that when there is no
research effort devoted to a particular type of intermediate, its stock
declines exponentially. With 8 = 0, the results are similar, but there will
exist multiple balanced growth paths (see Proposition 4).
Notice that in (8), scientists are "standing on the shoulders of giants"benefiting from knowledge spillovers from past research. This type of knowledge spillover is necessary for growth when technical change uses scarce factors,
such as labor or scientists (see, e.g., Romer 1990, Rivera-Batiz and Romer 1991,
or Barro and Sala-i-Martin 1995). In fact, equation (8) is a direct generalization
of the accumulation equation in the standardendogenous growth model where

10
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we would have m = 0 by assumption,and nln = b$(S)S [e.g., equation(3) of
Romer(1990)]. An additionalassumptionimplicitin (8) is that a higherstock
of knowledgeaccumulatedin one sectorbenefitsonly thatsector(i.e., a higher
n increasesthe productivityof scientistsworkingin the ^-sector).I returnto a
discussionof this assumptionlater.
Finally, define Sf and 5* as the numberof scientistsrequiredto keep the
stateof technologyin each sectorconstant,i.e., b^iSfjSf = 8 andbk(j)(Sf)St=
8. I impose:
Assumption1: Sf + Sf < S,
which implies that thereare enoughscientistsin the society to enable technological progress in both sectors.
2.2 Consumerand Firm Decisions
An equilibriumin this economy is given by time pathsof factor,intermediate,
and good prices, w, r, o)s, [pi(i)]?=0,\Pk(i)]?=o>
Pl an^P& employment,conand
£y/(0]"=o>
[y*(0Klo>C>and7>
sumption, savingdecisions,[/(/)]"=0,[k(i)]?=0>
and the allocationof scientistsbetween the two sectors, St and Sk, such that
C and/ maximizethe utilityof the representativeconsumer
\yic(i)]?=o,
Ly/(0]7=o>
andgoods prices;and [/(/)17=o»
intermediate
t^(0]^=o»
[P/(0]?=oand
given factor,
and
of
intermediate
maximize
Skimply
goods monopolists,St
profits
\pk(i)\?=Q
zero-profitsfor all R&D firms,and all marketsclear.
I startwith the optimalconsumptionpath of the representativeconsumer,
which satisfiesthe familiarEulerequation:10
C 1
=
^ -e(r-p\

(10)

whererecallthatr is the rateof interest.The consumptionsequence[C(01oalso
satisfiesthe lifetimebudgetconstraintof the representativeagent(the no-Ponzigame constraint):
limJr(f)exp -

r{v)dv =0.

L Jo

(11)

Consumermaximizationgives the relative price of the capital-intensive
good as:
10. Equation(10) impliesthatwhen consumptiongrows at a constantrate,the interestratewill
be constant,whichis a well-knownfeatureof CRRApreferences.It maythereforeappearthatthese
preferencesensurea stableinterestratein the long run.This is not the case, since theremay not
exist an equilibriumwith a constantgrowthrateof consumption.Conversely,if preferenceswere
not CRRA,therecouldneverexist an equilibriumwith a constantgrowthrateof consumptionand
constantinterestrate.

11
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wherepKis the price of YKandpLis the price of YL.To determinethe level of
prices, I choose the price of the consumptionaggregate,7, in each period as
+ (1 - i)ePK~*\lKl~e^= h which implies that:
numeraire,i.e., [yepxL~e
pL= [y* + (1 y^1"*]17^.
Pk = Wx + (1 " y)£]l/i£-l) and
(13)
Next, consumer maximizationand the CES functions in (5) yield the
following isoelastic demandcurves for intermediates:
Pk \*k I
Pl
\il I
maximization
Giventheseisoelasticdemands,profit
by the monopolistsimplies
over
thatprices will be set as a constantmarkup
marginalcost (which is w for
r
the
the labor-intensiveintermediatesand for
capital-intensiveintermediates):

p® = [\--)

w=

and ^(0 =
(l--j

^

r = -.

(15)

Since, from (15), all labor-intensiveintermediatessell at the same price,
equation(14) implies that yt{i) = yh for all /, and since all capital-intensive
intermediatesalso sell at the same price,yk(i) = ykfor all / as well. Then from
the market-clearing
equation(7), we obtain
yi(i) = /(0 = -

and

yk(i)= k(i) = -.

(16)

Substituting(16) into (5) andintegratinggives the totalsupplyof labor-and
capital-intensivegoods as:
and
(17)
YK= m^^K.
YL= n{l~^L
These equationsreiteratethat n and m correspondto labor- and capital-augmentingtechnologies.Greatern enablesthe productionof a greaterlevel of YL
for a given quantityof labor,and similarlyan increasein m raises the productivity of capital.
Equations(14), (15), (16), and(17) give the wage rateandthe rentalrateof
capitalas:
r = ^m{x~^pK.
and
w = pn{l-WpL
(18)
Finally,using (12) and (17), the relativeprice of the capitalintensivegood is

pL

y

[\nj

L\

12

is:
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The value of a monopolist who invents a new /-intermediate, for/ = / or k,

V/(0

=

r r,

rexp

-

(Ko>)+ S)dco irf(v)dv,

(20)

where r(0 is the interest rate at date f, 8 is the depreciation (obsolescence) rate
of existing intermediates, and
\- firK
= 1 ]8wL

«> -p-T

and

(21)

^Tm

are the flow profits from the sale of labor- and capital-intensive intermediate
goods.
Scientists are paid a wage cos, and competition between the two sectors and
free entry ensure that this wage is equal to the maximum of their contribution
to the value of monopolists in the two sectors. Recall that R&D firms do not
internalize the crowding effects, so the marginal value of allocating one more
scientist to the invention of labor-intensive intermediates is bl<j)(Si)nVhand for
where Vt and Vkare given by
capital-intensive intermediates, it is bk(j)(Sk)mVk,
(20). Therefore, free entry requires:
.
<os= maxfocKS^/iV/, bk^>{Sk)mVk}
(22)
Equation (22) implies zero expected profits for all firms at all points in time, so
n = 0 in (2).
An equilibrium in this economy is therefore a set of factor prices, w, r, and
a)s that satisfy (18) and (22), good prices, [pX0]7=o>\Pk(0]?=o>that satisfy (15),
intermediate production levels given by (16), output levels given by (17),
sequences of aggregate consumption, and investment levels that satisfy (10) and
(11), and sequences of 5, and Sk that satisfy (22).
2.3 Asymptotic and Balanced Growth Paths
I define an asymptotic path (AP) as an equilibrium path that the economy tends
to as t -> oo, and does not include limit cycles.1 1 In an AP, we can have either
lim,_>oo£(0/C(0 = °°, i.e., consumption grows more than exponentially (explodes), or lim,_>ooC(0/C(0= gc, i.e., the rate of consumption growth tends to
a constant, possibly 0 (including the case where lim/_>ocC(0- Oas a special
case). A balanced growth path (BGP) is defined as an AP where output,
consumption, and the capital stock grow at the same finite constant rate, i.e.,
lim,_C(0/C(0

=

\\mt^J(t)IY{t)

= \imt^K(t)/K(t)

= g.]2

I am unableto ruleout limitcycles, exceptin the case withriskneutrality.See
11. Unfortunately,
section 3.
12. This definitionis convenientfor the purposeshere. Some authorsalso referto growthpaths
whereconsumptionand capitalgrow at differentratesas BGP.
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This subsection will show that with s < 1, only BGPs can be an AP, so if
the economy is going to tend to a noncycling path, this has to be a BGP. In
contrast, with s > 1, there exists asymptotic paths where consumption grows
more than exponentially or grows at a different rate than capital.
To facilitate the analysis, it is useful at this point to define
N^rl1-®1*

and

M^m(1"^,

which simplifies the notation below, and, together with (17), allows me to write
output in a more compact way:
Y = [y(NL)(£-l)/s + (1 - y)(MK)(e-l)/£]£/(e~l)
(23)
In addition, I define a normalized capital stock,
MK
k=NL'

(24)

which is a direct generalization of the normalized capital stock defined in the
standardgrowth models as capital stock divided by the effective units of labor.
Here the numeratorcontains the "effective units of capital" as well, since there
can be capital-augmenting technical change. Then, using (13), (18), (19), and
(24), we can write the interest rate as:
r = R(M, k) = |3(1 - y)M[yk-(£-l)/e + (1 - y)]l/(£-l\
(25)
Also, define the "relative share of capital," aK, as13

^ = ^. = pk= ^r^l)"-

(26)

The relationship between the relative share of capital and the normalized capital
stock depends on s, which is the elasticity of substitution between capitalintensive and labor-intensive goods. Equation (26) shows that s is also the
elasticity of substitution between capital and labor in this economy. In response
to an increase in k, aK will also increase if s > 1, and will decrease if s < 1.
Now we can state (proof in the Appendix):
Proposition 1: With s < 7, all APs are BGPs and feature purely labor= 0.
augmenting technical change, i.e., they have limt_>c/zM(t)/M(t)
This is the first importantresult of the paper. It demonstratesthat with s < 1,
i.e., with labor and capital as gross complements, the only asymptotic (noncycling) paths will feature purely labor-augmenting technical change. There will be
research effort devoted to the invention of capital-intensive intermediates, but
this is only to keep the state of technology in that sector at a constant level.
13. Note thatthis "relativeshareof capital"leavesout the incomeaccruingto scientistsfromthe
denominator.
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For completeness, the next propositioncovers the cases with s > 1 and
s = 1.
Proposition2: Withs > 1, there are threeAPs:
1. lim,_^C(0/C(0 = \imt_^K{t)IK{t)= limt_^nt)/Y(t) = g < ooand

lim,_M(0/M(0 = 0;
2. lim^CWCCO= lim^£(0/^(0 = lim,_^F(0/r(0= °° and
=
lim^ooS^O S;=and
3. limt_^C(t)/C(t) gc < oo,linv^O//^) = & < gc, and
lim,_^(0 = 0.

and with s = 1, there is a uniqueAP, which is a BGP.
With the elasticityof substitutionbetweencapitalandlaborgreaterthan 1,
in additionto the BGP with purelylabor-augmenting
technicalchange,thereis
an equilibriumpath where consumptiongrows faster than exponentially,and
technical change is purely capital augmenting,and anotherequilibriumpath
where consumptiongrows at the constantfinite rate greaterthan the rate of
growthof the capitalstock, and all technicalchange is laboraugmenting.We
will in fact see laterthatthe BGP in this case is not stable,andthe economywill
tend to one of the two other APs. In the case with s = 1, the aggregate
productionfunctionis Cobb-Douglas, the type of technicalchange does not
matter,and the only possible asymptoticequilibriumpath is a BGP (which
featuresgrowthof bothM andN, but since e = 1, bothof these areneutral,i.e.,
neithercapitalnor laboraugmenting).
2.4 Characterizationof Balanced GrowthPath
We saw above that with s < 1, only a BGP with purely labor-augmenting
technicalchangecan be an AP. Now I show that,in fact, thereexists a unique
BGP as long as 8 > 0, and characterizethe propertiesof this equilibriumpath.
Firstnote thatfromthe Eulerequation(10), the BGP rateof interesthas to
be constant. Moreover, since from Proposition 1 MIM = 0, equation (25)
immediatelyimplies that the price index for capital-intensivegoods, pK, and
therefore,the relativeprice of capital-intensivegoods,/?, mustremainconstant.
In addition,in BGP, output,Y, the wage rate, w, and the capitalstock, K,
will all grow at a commonrate,g. Furthermore,
for p to remainconstant,(12)
that
and
should
at
the
same
rate.
Therefore,withM constant,
implies
YL YK
grow
n has to grow at the rate ]3g/(l - ]3) (or Afhas to grow at the rateg). We can
thenintegrateequation(20), allowingfor the depreciationof technologiesat the
rateS, andthe growthof w, K, andn, to obtainthe valuesof inventinglabor-and
capital-intensivegoods as:
1 - J8
wLIn
1 - ]8 rKIm
** Vk=
Vl=
(27)
fi r+8-(i-2|3)g/(l-jB)
15 r+8-g'
Notice thatthese values also grow at a constantratealong the BGP becausew,
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K, and n are growing. The denominatorfor Vl is differentfrom that of Vk
because its BGP growth rate is lower than that of Vk:n, which is in the
denominatorof irb grows along the balancedgrowthpath, while m remains
constant.
Recall that in BGP, p and m are constant, so there is no net capital= 8/bk, i.e., Sk = S* as
augmentingtechnical change. This implies <$>(Sk)Sk
defined previously.The remainingscientists will work on labor-augmenting
technicalchange.The growthrate of the economy is therefore
I- fin= 1-/3 [b4(S ~ Sf)(S - Sf) - 8].
(28)
S* =
-jg-p~
Assumption1 ensuresthatg* > 0.
The Eulerequation(10) then gives the BGP interestrateas r* = p + Og*.
The interestrate has to be higher when the growthrate is higher in orderto
convinceconsumersto delayconsumption,andthe elasticityof marginalutility,
0, determineshow strongthis effect needs to be.
Let k = G(M) such thatM and k are consistentwith BGP (i.e., r* = R(M,
k)). It is clear from (25) that G > 0 - that is, there is a strictly increasing
relationshipbetweenM andk. This is becausea greaterk implies a lower price
of capital-intensivegoods, so capitalhas to becomemoreproductive,i.e., M has
to increasein orderto keep the interestrate at r*.
Next, let k* be the level of normalizedcapitalsuch thatat this normalized
capitalstock and at MIM= 0, R&D firmsare indifferentbetweencapital-and
technicalchange,i.e., bt4>(S- Sf)nVt= bk(f)(Sf)mVk,
or from
labor-augmenting
equation(27),
- St)wL
bt<t>(S
= bk<l>(St)r*K
'
(29)
r* + 8 - (1 - 2/3)g*/(l - j3) r* + 8 - g*
This implies that, at k = /;*, the relativeshareof capital,crK,must satisfy:
fr<KS-,St)(l-j3)(p+8+(0l)g*)
> (3U)
+
+
M>(S?)((1 13)(p 8) ((1 j3)(0 1) + ft**)
with g* given by (28). In otherwords,using equation(26), we have:
*K= b

*=

**s(r=^j

»crjr=ft*.

(31)

Finally, let M* be such that A:*= G(M*\ i.e., M* is the level of capitalaugmentingtechnology that is consistent with the equilibriuminterest rate
takingits BGP value when k = k*. As a result,when k = k* andM = M*, the
interestrate will be equal to r* and the relativeshareof capitalwill be b*.
In BGP, MM = 0, while N/N > 0. Becauseof the depreciationof technologies, there must be both researchto invent new labor-intensiveand capital- if therewere no researchdirectedat capital-intensive
intensiveintermediates
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intermediates,we would have MIM < 0. This implies that firms workingto
invent both types of goods have to make equal profits,so we need conditions
(29) and (30) to hold, i.e., k = &*,which in turnrequiresthatM = M* so that
r = r*.
We can thereforestate (proof in the text):
Proposition3: Supposethat e =£1 and 8 > 0. Thenthereexists a uniqueBGP
where k = k* as given by (31), M = M* = G~J(k*),r = r* = p + dg*, and
output,consumptionand wages grow at the rate g* given by (28).
This propositionis the second mainresultof the paper.It characterizesthe
technicalchange.In this
uniqueBGP, which featurespurelylabor-augmenting
intermediates.
invention
of
labor-intensive
to
the
research
is
devoted
most
BGP,
technicalchange to keep the producThere is just enoughcapital-augmenting
technical
tivity of capitalconstant- that is, there is no net capital-augmenting
factor
shares
remain
and
capitaldeepening,
change.As a result,despitegrowth
is
constantin the long run.Intuitively,when the relativeshareof capital equal
to aK = b*9R&D firmsarejust indifferentbetweeninventingcapital-intensive
and labor-intensiveintermediates;so in equilibriumthey allocate their effort
betweenthe two sectorspreciselyto keep the relativeshareof capitalat b*. We
have alreadyseen that when s < 1, the BGP with purely labor-augmenting
technicalchangeis the only possible asymptoticequilibriumpath.In addition,
we will see laterthat,undercertainconditions,this BGP is dynamicallystable,
so startingfrom differentinitial conditions,the economy will tend towardthis
growthpath.
Given the CRRApreferences,the conclusionthatfor a BGP with constant
interestrateandgrowthrate,we needM = M*- i.e., no net capital-augmenting
technical change- is not surprising.What is important(perhapssurprising),
however,is thatsuch a BGP exists despitethe possibilityof capital-augmenting
technicalchange.14
The resultsare similarin spiritwhen thereis no technologicaldepreciation,
i.e., 8 = 0, buttherearenow manybalancedgrowthpaths.Thesepathshave the
same growthrate, g* [given by (28) evaluatedat 8 = 0], but differentfactor
distributionsof income. This reflects the fact that the equilibriumcorrespondenceis lower-hemicontinuous,butnot continuous,in 8 at 8 = 0. Summarizing
(proof in the text):
Proposition4: Supposethats =£1 and 8 = 0. Then,thereexistsa BGPfor each
M>M* = G~](k*),whereit* is given by (30) and (31) with8 = 0. In all BGPs,
output,consumption,wages, and the capital stock grow at the same rate g*
given by (28) with 8 = 0, and the share of labor is constant.Each BGP has a
14. We saw in Proposition2 that with s > 1, there are otherequilibriumpaths with capitalaugmentingtechnicalchange.We will also will see in sections3 and 5 thatthe equilibriumpath
with purelylabor-augmenting
technicalchangeis unstableand thatfor otherformulationsof the
innovationpossibilitiesfrontiersuch a balancedgrowthpathtypicallyfails to exist.
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different normalized capital stock, k = G(M), and a different relative share of
capital &K.
The intuition for the multiplicity of BGPs is simple: without depreciation,
all that is required for a BGP is that labor-augmenting improvements should be
more profitable than capital-augmenting improvements, i.e., Vk ^ Vh and this
can happen for a range of capital (labor) shares.
3. Transitional Dynamics
The previous section established the existence of a unique balanced growth path
(when S > 0) with a constant interest rate, stable factor shares and purely
labor-augmenting technical change, very much resembling the textbook growth
model. Nevertheless, balanced growth would be of limited interest if, starting
from an arbitrarycapital stock and factor distribution of income, the economy
did not tend to this BGP. I already showed in proposition 1 that no other APs
are possible; but this, by itself, is not sufficient to establish stability, since there
can also be limit cycles. I now discuss transitional dynamics in this economy.
Unfortunately, the transitional dynamics are ratherdifficult to analyze. So I will
establish local stability, and then prove global stability in a special case.
The key result is that when the elasticity of substitution between capital and
labor is less than 1, i.e., when s < 1, transitional dynamics will take the
economy towards the unique BGP with purely labor-augmenting technical
change. Along the transition path, however, there will also be net capitalaugmenting technical change- that is, M will also change. In contrast, when
e > 1, the economy will tend to an AP that is not a BGP (explosive growth or
different asymptotic growth rates of consumption and capital).
3.1 Local Stability
The key result in this section is:
Proposition 5: Suppose 8 > 0. Then the BGP characterized above is locally
saddle-path stable when s < 1, and unstable when e > 1.
This proposition is proved in the Appendix. The argument is standard:
around the BGP, the equilibrium behavior is approximated by four linear
differential equations in M, k = MK/NL, S& and c = C/K. The first two of those
are state variables, while the latter two are control variables. I show in the
Appendix that, with e < 1, the set of linear differential equations has two
positive and two negative eigenvalues, and is thus locally saddle-path stable.
The intuition for local stability can be obtained from equations (30) and
(31). BGP requires aK = b*. With s < 1, the relative share of capital, aK, is
> b^S - Sf)nVh and there will
decreasing in k. If aK > b*, then bk(f>(St)mVk
be more capital-augmenting technical change than along the BGP. This implies
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that k will increase.15But because aK is decreasingin &,the economy will
approachthe BGP. Clearly,this argumentappliesin reversewhen s > 1, and
the economymoves away fromthe BGP, even when it startsarbitrarilyclose to
it.
Finally, when s - 1, the economy is identicalto a standardendogenous
growthmodelwith a Cobb-Douglasproductionfunction,andthe BGP is locally
(and globally) stable.
3.2 Global Stabilitywith Risk Neutrality
I next characterizethe global stabilitypropertiesin the special case where 0 =
0, i.e., wherethe representativeagentis risk neutral.I also assumethatnegative
consumptionis allowed. This immediatelyimplies that the interest rate, r,
alwayshas to be equalto the discountratep, andremovesthe Eulerequationof
the representativeconsumer,(10), and the capital stock (and thereforek) also
becomes a controlvariable.This ensuresthat at all pointsin time p = R(k,M)
whereR(k,M) is given by (25). In otherwords,the relationshipk = G(M)has
to hold at all points in time, and as before, G is strictlyincreasingin M, with
A;*= G(M*).These propertiesimply (proof in the Appendix):
Lemma1: With6 = 0, the transitionaldynamicsof the economyare given by
M

=
Jj MM)

(32)

where ijifM*)= 0, and when s < 7, \\f(M)g 0 for all M § M* and when s >
7, ifj(M)= Ofor all M g M*.
This lemmaimpliesthattransitionaldynamicscan be representedby figures
3 and 4 for the cases with s < 1 and e > 1, respectively.Inspectionof these
figuresimmediatelyimplies that the BGP is globally stable when s < 1, and
globallyunstablewhen s > 1. The intuitionis the sameas in the last subsection:
with s < 1, when M and k are above their BGP levels, there will be capitalaugmentingtechnicalchange,reducingboth towardstheirBGP levels. Because
the dynamicsof k are pinneddown by the behaviorof M via the equationk =
G(M),we can also ruleout limit cycles, andthe resultis one of global stability.
In contrast,with s > 1, levels of M andk greaterthanM* andfc*lead to further
increases,taking the economy towardsthe asymptoticpath with capital-augmentingtechnicalchangeandexplosive growth,while M < M* leads to the AP
with purely labor-augmentingtechnical change, and consumptiongrowing
faster than capital.Finally, as noted before, the economy with s = 1 always
convergesto the uniqueBGP.
The next propositionsummarizesthese results(proofin the text):
15. Unfortunately,this is not trueglobally,since, in general,k may not increasedespitethe fact
thatrhlm> 0, becausewe can have KIK< 0. Hence, the argumenthere is a local one.
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Figure 3. TransitionalDynamicswith Risk Neutralityand e < 1

Proposition 6: With 6 = 0, the BGP is globally (saddle-path) stable when e <
1, and unstable when s > 1.
4. Policy and Comparative Dynamics
In this section, I analyze the effect of policy on the factor distribution of income
in the basic model of Section 2. The main result of this analysis is that the
long-run factor distribution of income is independent of fiscal policy and labor
market policy, and approximately independent of the discount rate (the savings
rate). This result contrasts with the implications of the standard growth model
with only labor-augmenting technical change, where such policies would affect
the long-run factor distribution of income. In many OECD countries, tax and
labor market policies have changed substantially over the past 100 years [see

Figure4. TransitionalDynamicswith Risk Neutralityand e > 1
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PerssonandTabellini(in press) on tax policies, and Saint-Paul(2000) on labor
marketpolicies]. Figures1 and 2 show largemedium-runchangesin the factor
distributionof income,but no long-runchanges.The long-runstabilityof factor
shares is difficultto reconcile with the standardmodel with only labor-augmentingtechnicalchange,but is in line with the predictionsof the framework
outlinedhere.16To simplifythe discussion,in this section,I focus on the case
with s < 1.
4.1 Changes in CapitalIncome Taxationand Discount Rates
First consider taxation of capital income at some rate r. Assume that the
proceedsfrom capitalincome taxationare distributedlump-sumto consumers.
This implies that the budgetconstraintof the representativeagent changesto
C + /<wL+(l
-T)rK+ co5S+II + T,
where r is that pretax interest rate and T is the lump-sumredistributionto
consumersfrom the proceeds of taxation.The governmentbudget constraint
implies that T = rrK. Clearly, the resource constraintof the economy is
identicalto (3). The Eulerequationof the representativeconsumeris similarto
(10), except that the relevantinterestrate is the after-taxone, (1 - r)r, thus
C/C = ((1 - r)r - p)/0.
For comparison,first consider the case of exogenous labor-augmenting
technical change, where M = 0, and N = egt. The BGP growthrate is now
exogenouslygiven at g, whichwill also be the BGP growthrateof consumption.
Therefore,fromthe Eulerequation(10), the BGP after-taxinterestratestill has
to satisfy r* = (p + 6g)/(l - t). Since the pretaxinterestrate must equal the
marginalproductof capital,this also implies:

=
/3(i - 7M^(H1" + (i - y)VKs-l)
t~>
where fc is the BGP value of the normalizedcapital stock in this case. This
equationimmediatelyimplies a decreasingrelationshipbetweenr and k (recall
technicalchange, so M is
that, by assumption,thereis only labor-augmenting
As
as
the
of
constant). long
elasticity substitution,s, is less than 1, an increase
in the rateof capitalincome taxationreducesthe BGP value of the normalized
capital,and throughthis channel,increasesthe shareof capitalincome in GDP
(the case with e > 1 wouldgive the reverse).Only in the case wheres = 1, i.e.,
when the productionfunction takes the Cobb-Douglasform, is the long-run
factordistributionof incomeindependentof the rateof capitalincometaxation.
Now considerthe case whereboth capital-augmenting
and labor-augmenting technicalchangeareallowedandendogenous.Equation(10) still determines
16. Obviously,long-runstabilityof factorsharesin responseto policy changesis consistentwith
the Cobb-Douglasproductionfunction,but with such a productionfunction,we cannotexplain/
analyzeshort-runand medium-runswings in factorsharesas those shown in figures 1 and 2.
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the rate of growth of consumption, but for balanced growth we need to have
both M = 0 and N > 0, which implies that there should be both capitalaugmenting and labor-augmenting innovations (otherwise we would have
MIM < 0). Since firm profits depend on the pretax interest rate, equilibrium still
requires aK = b* O k = k*. Therefore, the long-run factor distribution of
income is unaffected by capital income taxation. In addition, in BGP consumption must grow at the rate g* as given by (28), and so the Euler equation (10)
implies that the pretax interest rate has to satisfy r = (p + dg*)/(l
r), and is
therefore an increasing function of the rate of capital income taxation. Since k =
/:*, to ensure both capital- and labor-augmenting research, M has to increase to
raise the interest rate, and since k = MK/NL, it also implies that capital to
effective labor ratio, K/NL, also falls. Therefore, with endogenous capital- and
labor-augmenting technical change, capital income taxation reduces the capitallabor ratio, but creates an exactly offsetting capital-augmenting technical
change, and leaves the long-run factor distribution of income unchanged.
Next, consider a change in the discount rate p. The analysis is analogous. In
the standard model with only labor-augmenting technical progress, this will
change the savings rate, the capital-labor ratio, and the factor distribution of
income. In contrast, in the framework here, long-run equilibrium still requires
uK = b*, so that it remains profitable to undertake R&D towards both types of
technologies. However, now there will be an effect on the factor distribution of
income because the change in p will also influence the BGP interest rate faced
by consumers, r, and through this channel, it will change fc* and k*. Inspection
of equation (30) immediately shows that this effect disappears when the BGP
growth rate is zero. Similarly, when g* is small, this effect will be second order.
Therefore, changes in the discount rate will generally have small or secondorder effects on the factor distribution of income.
4.2 Labor Market Policy
Next to analyze labor market policy in a simple way, suppose that the government imposes a (binding) minimum wage w, and moreover, indexes this
minimum wage to the level of income. In particular, assume that

w = x~l(rK+ wL),
where x > 0 and L *s the level of employment, which is now determined
endogenously.17 Since the minimum wage is binding, the equilibrium wage rate
has to be w = w at all points in time. Multiplying both sides of this equation by
L and rearranging,we obtain the quasi-labor supply curve relating employment,
L, to the relative share of capital, crK:

L^a

+ o*)-1.

(33)

17. This expressionmakes the minimumwage proportionalto the sum of capital and labor
incomeratherthantotal income,which also includesscientists'earnings.This is only to simplify
the expressions,withoutany substantiveimplications.
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I refer to (33) as the quasi-laborsupply curve of the economy, since any
equilibriumhas to be along this curve.
As before, BGP requiresMIM = 0, thus aK = £* and k = k*. Therefore,
- irrespectiveof the
the long-runshare of capital in GDP will be unchanged
An
in
wiU
increase
of
level
x
immediatelyreduce
employment.
equilibrium
k
that
k = MKINL).In
raise
via
this
channel
and
(recall
employment,however,
and
between
of
substitution
where
the
the case
labor,s9 is less
capital
elasticity
the
will
increase.
also
than 1, the labor share
Subsequently, economy adjusts
back to BGP startingwith k > k*. Throughoutthis process,the shareof labor
in GDP falls, and returnsto its initial level in BGP. Since (33) relatesemployment to the shareof laborin GDP, employmentalso falls steadilyduringthis
adjustmentprocess.
This result is interestingin light of the developmentsin many European
labor marketsover the past several decades. For example, Blanchard(1997)
documentsthat both unemploymentand the labor sharein a numberof continentalEuropeaneconomiesrose sharplystartingin the late 1960s. Both BlanchardandCaballeroandHammour(1998) interpretthis as the responseof these
economies to a wage-push; the militancy and/or the bargainingpower of
workersincreasedbecauseof changesin labormarketregulationstakingplace
over this time period, or because of the ideological effects of 1968. This
wage-push translatedinto higher wages and lower employment.During the
1980s, we see a differentpattern:unemploymentin these countriescontinuesto
increase,but the laborsharefalls sharply.Blancharddocumentsthatthe decline
in the labor sharecannotbe explainedby capital-laborsubstitution,and conjecturesthatit may have been due to "biasedtechnicalchange."The framework
presentedhere is consistentwith these patterns:in response to a wage-push
shock, i.e., an increasein ^, both the shareof laborin GDP andunemployment
increase. Then as technology adjusts, k returnsto its BGP value, k*, and
employmentfalls further.The fall in k is accompaniedby an offsettingdecline
in M, which correspondsto capital-biasedtechnicalchange.18
5. Discussion and Extensions
The analysisso farhas establishedthatin a naturalmodelwithpotentiallylabortechnicalchange,thereis a uniquebalancedgrowthpath
andcapital-augmenting
equilibriumwith no net capital-augmentingtechnical change, stable factor
shares,and a constantlong-runinterestrate. Moreover,as long as capital and
laboraregrosscomplements(i.e., the elasticityof substitutionis less than1), the
economy convergesto this BGP. This analysisrelied on a numberof assumptions. For example,technicalchangetook the form of inventionof new goods;
18. Because the elasticity of substitution,s, is less than 1, a decline in M correspondsto
"capital-biased"technical change. See Acemoglu (2002) for a discussion of the relationship
and factor-biasedtechnicalchange.
betweenfactor-augmenting
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R&D was carried out by scientists so that the production and R&D sectors did
not compete for labor; and productivity in the R&D sector depended on the
number of existing goods, with spillovers from past research. I now clarify
which of these assumptions are importantfor the substantive results. We will see
that the only important assumption for the results is the form of the innovation
possibilities frontier (or the form of spillovers from past research).
5.1 The Innovation Possibilities Frontier
There are two important assumptions embedded in this innovation possibilities
frontier (8): first, R&D uses a scarce factor (scientists, or labor as in the next
subsection). Second, there is a specific form of spillovers from past research; an
increase in n raises the productivity of R&D in the n-sector, but not in the
m-sector. I refer to this as state-dependence, since the relative productivities of
R&D in the two sectors depend on the state of the system, (n, m).
Let us now relax each of these two assumptions on the form of the
innovation possibilities frontier. The alternative to an R&D sector using scarce
labor is what Rivera-Batiz and Romer (1991) refer to as the lab-equipment
model where the final good (or capital) is used for R&D. For example, we could
have (implicitly setting $(*) = 1 in terms of (8) to simplify the notation):
n = biX[- 8n
and
m = bkXk- Sra,
(34)
where Xt and Xkare the R&D expenditures in the two sectors in terms of the final
good, and the resource constraint needs to be modified to C + / + Xt + Xk =
Y. The important point is that long-run growth is now possible without knowledge spillovers from past research, because R&D does not use any scarce
factors- only the final good. Consequently, there is also no state-dependence,
since the relative productivity of R&D in the two sectors is always constant.19
The rest of the setup remains unchanged.
Much of the analysis so far applies, but the free-entry condition into R&D
now requires blVl = 1 and bkVk= 1, since one unit of final output is used to
invent bt labor-intensive or bkcapital-intensive goods. Therefore, BGP requires:
rK

wL

**- = *,-•

05)

This condition is not consistent with balanced growth, however. For the interest
rate to remain constant, we need rh = 0, and w, n, and K to grow at the same
rate. But the BGP condition (35) implies that K and m will grow together.
Therefore, with the innovation possibilities frontier given as in the lab-equipment specification, there exists no BGP (though there exist other APs with
constant growth of consumption).
19. Equation(34) is equivalentto the formulationof the innovationpossibilityfrontierI used in
Acemoglu(1998) in the contextof technicalchangedirectedat skilled and unskilledlabor.See
Acemoglu (2002) for a more detaileddiscussionof the implicationsof differentforms of the
innovationpossibilitiesfrontier.
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Next, let us return to the formulation with scientists undertaking R&D and
spillovers from past research, but modify (8) to remove state-dependence (and
= 1):
again set <£>(•)
ft = bfl+m^+St - 8n

and

rh = bkn*mx-% - 8m.

(36)

In (36), there are still spillovers from past research to ensure long-run growth in
this case. But there is no state-dependence: R&D in one of the sectors affects
both sectors equally in the future. This contrasts with (8) where current research
for the invention of labor-intensive goods increases the productivity of R&D for
labor-intensive goods in the future, but not for capital-intensive goods. Free=
entry into R&D now requires btVt = cosand bkVk co5,which leads to equation
(35) as a BGP condition. As a result, in this case also, there is no BGP.
Therefore, the BGP with purely labor-augmenting technical change is only
consistent with an innovation possibilities frontier with a strong degree of
state-dependence. Intuitively, balanced growth with capital accumulation requires the profitability of inventing new capital-intensive goods not to increase
faster than the profitability of inventing new labor-intensive goods - so that in
equilibrium, firms are happy to undertakeonly labor-augmenting improvements.
Because capital accumulation increases the profitability of research towards
capital-augmenting technologies, a strong form of state-dependence in the R&D
technology, whereby labor-augmenting technical change raises the profitability
of further research towards labor-augmenting technologies, is necessary to
balance this effect.20
5.2 Competition For Labor Between Production and R&D
In the baseline model, there are two types of workers, unskilled labor and
scientists, with scientists specializing in R&D and thus no feedback from the
relative price of labor to growth. This assumption was made only for simplicity,
and I now modify the model to allow the production and R&D sectors to
compete for labor. To simplify the discussion, let us again focus on the case with
like (8),
20. Is an innovationpossibilitiesfrontierin with a strongdegreeof state-dependence,
plausible?Unfortunately,I am not aware of any direct investigationof this issue. The data on
andHenderson(1993), Trajtenberg,
patentcitationsanalyzedby, amongothers,Jaffe,Trajtenberg,
Henderson,andJaffe(1992) andCaballeroandJaffe(1993) maybe relevantin this context.These
papersstudysubsequentcitationsof patentsby otherinnovations.A citationof a previouspatent
is interpretedas evidence that a currentinventionis exploiting informationgeneratedby the
previousinvention.This correspondsto some degree of spilloverfrom past research.One can
at the industry
thereforeuse patentcitationsdatato investigatewhetherthereis state-dependence
level. Industrylevel state-dependence
correspondsto patentsbeing cited in the same industryin
which they originated.Results reportedin table 1 in Trajtenberg,Henderson,and Jaffe (1992)
For example,patentsare likely to
suggestthatthereis some amountof industrystate-dependence.
be cited in the same three-digitindustryfrom which they originated.Nevertheless,it is currently
impossibleto investigatestate-dependenceat the factorlevel. This is because,althoughwe have
informationaboutthe industryfor whichthe patentwas developed,we do not knowto whichfactor
the innovationwas directed.
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</>(•)= 1. Equation (8) then changes to
n
- =
-8
n btU

and

m
- =
- 8,
m bkLk

(37)

where Lt is the number of workers employed in R&D for labor-intensive goods,
Lk is the number of workers employed in R&D for capital-intensive goods, and
L is workers employed in production. Normalizing total labor supply to 1, the
labor market clearing condition is L + Lt + Lk = 1. In this framework, new
goods are invented by workers employed in the R&D sector, so the production
and R&D sectors compete for workers. Most of the analysis from section 2
applies, but the free-entry condition into R&D now relates the value of a new
innovation to the wage rate (rather than the wage for scientists), and equation
(22) is replaced by w = max{ZvtVz, bkmVk}. In BGP, M needs to remain
constant, so there has to be some research devoted to inventing new capitalintensive intermediates to balance depreciation. Thus, we need blnVl =
bi/nV/c = w> with blnVl and bkmVkgiven by (27). The condition blnVl - w
- (1 2/3)g = bt(L/p), where r and
immediately implies that in BGP: r + 8
g are the BGP interest and growth rates. Now using the Euler equation for
consumption, (10), we have
L
(2/3+0-

1)£+S+

P=bl~.

(38)

Furthermore,in BGP we again have rh/m = 0, which implies Lk = 8lbk, and
nln = j3£/(l - j8), and also Lz = 81bt + j3£/(l - j8)fcz.Using the market clearing
condition for labor, and equation (38), the long-run growth rate of the economy
is therefore given by:

„~
S=

(1 - mbkbt- (1 ~ mHp + 5) ~ (1 ~ fibfi '
(1 - j3)j3fc*0+ ]3S (1
j3)/3(l 2j3)fe*

The rest of the analysis is unchanged. In particular,BGP requires m = 0, hence
aK = b* and stable factor shares. As before, along the balanced growth path,
technical change is purely labor-augmenting, with research towards capitalaugmenting goods only to keep the net productivity of capital constant. In this
case, transitional dynamics are more complicated, however, because both the
number of production workers and the speed of technical progress change along
the transition path.
5.3 Different Forms of Technical Progress
Labor-augmenting technical change has so far been interpretedas "labor-using"
change, that is, the introduction of new goods and tasks that use labor. I now
show that the results of the preceding analysis generalize to different formulations of the technological change process, including a model of technological
progress with new varieties of machines, and one where technical change takes
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the formof qualityimprovementsas in GrossmanandHelpman(1991a, 1991b)
andAghionandHowitt(1992). In bothcases, long-runtechnicalchangewill be
technicalchange.
with no net capital-augmenting
labor-augmenting,
To discuss the consequencesof technicalchangeresultingfrom the invention of new machines,let me modify the basic frameworksuch that the two
goods have the following productionfunctions:
Yl

=

rhs

f

Zi(jy''dhL'

and

Yk

=

t=~p

(J

Zk(jy~"dj

'

r

wherezz(/)is the quantityof they-thmachinecomplementinglabor,andzk(j)is
the quantityof they'-thmachinecomplementingcapital.This is the model used
in Acemoglu(2002) for the case wherethe two factorsarenot accumulable,and
moredetailson the solutioncan be foundthere.Notice thatn andm arenow the
numbersof differenttypesof machinescomplementingthesetwo factors.These
machines are supplied by monopolists, while producersof YLand YKare
competitive.I assumethat machinesdepreciateat the rate S > 0, and the cost
of producinga new machineis normalizedto 1 in termsof the final good. The
to derivefrom profitmaximizademandfor these machinesis straightforward
and zk(j) = (pK/v)l/(*K,where Xl(j) and Xk(j)denote the
tion: Zl(j) = (pL'Xi(J))1/f*L

user cost of machines.Since the demandcurvesfor machinesare isoelastic,the
profit-maximizingmonopoly price of machines is a constant markupover
marginalcost, which is r + 8, the interest rate plus the depreciationrate.
Therefore,Xl(j)= Xk(j)= (r + 8)/(l - /3).21Next, frommarketclearing,factor
prices are

These equationsimply that the profitsof technologymonopolistsare:
/I -J3\
"'= «-e>[7T§)

upwL

-v

(l-p\ul3rK
and «'=
Q-p>[7+i) »• (39)

These profitsare identicalto those in (21), except for the constantand the fact
thatthey dependon the interestrate.Next, assumingthe innovationpossibilities
frontieris given by (8), we can see thatBGP requiresaK = b*, and we obtain
exactly the same resultsas in sections 2 and 3. This demonstratesthatwhether
technical change is modeled as the introductionof new labor-intensiveand
capital-intensivegoods or as the invention of labor-enhancingand capitalenhancingmachinesis immaterial.
The second possibilityis one where technicalprogresstakes the form of
21. The monopolistwill originallyproducezt (or zk) units, and then replacethe machinesthat
have depreciated.
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firmsmovingup the qualityladder(verticalinnovations),whichdiffersfromthe
other two formulationsbecause it featurescreative destruction:new goods/
machinesreplaceold ones. Supposethe two goods are now producedcompetitively with the productionfunctions
YL=

Yzrp(QPLzi~W

and

YK=

Yzrp((&ZK~^Kfi>

(40>

wherezLand zKare quantitiesof machinesthatcomplementlaborand capital,
and QL and QK denote the qualities of these machines. Technical progress
results when an R&D firm discovers a new vintage of labor-complementary
machines,with productivityQ'L= (1 + \)QL, where A > 0, or a new vintage
of capital-complementary
machines,with productivityQ'K= (1 + X)QK.This
R&D firm would be the monopoly supplier of this vintage, and it would
dominatethe marketuntil a new, and better,vintage arrives.I assume that a
scientistwho worksto discovera new vintageof QL(or QK)is successfulat the
flow rate bt (or bk).Notice that this assumptionalreadybuilds in knowledgebased spilloversthatwere requiredfor the existenceof a BGP before:research
on a vintage of quality QL leads to proportionatelybetter machines, so the
greater is QL, the greater is the resulting improvementin the "level" of
productivity(i.e., \QL).
Withoutloss of generality,I assume here that machinesdepreciatefully
afteruse, and normalizethe marginalcost of producingz to 1/(1 + A). I also
assumethatA is small enoughthatthe leadingmonopolistwill set a limit price
to ensurethatthe nextbest vintagebreakseven (see, for example,Grossmanand
Helpman,1991b).Since the marginalcost of productionis 1/(1 + A), the limit
price is Xk = Xl = 1- Hence, zL = pY^Qll and zK = PkPQkk-Substituting
to verify that the equilibriuminterestand
these into (40), it is straightforward
wage ratesare:r = j3(l - ]8)~1p^G and w = j3(l - P)~lpl^QL, and profits
are given by an equationsimilarto (21) or (39). By standardarguments,the
BGP values of inventingnew (higher)qualityintermediategoods are
V| =

kwL
(l+A)(r+8,)

and

KrK
_
V*=(l + A)(r+S,)'

where Sz and 8k are the endogenousrates of creative destruction.From the
precedingassumptions,we have Sz= bkStand S^= bkSk.Similarreasoningto
thatpresentedalreadyimplies thatonly Vt> Vkis consistentwith stablefactor
technical
shares.Therefore,alongthe BGP,therewill only be labor-augmenting
=
=
change, i.e., St S and Sk 0. Because I have not introducedtechnological
obsolescence(in additionto the endogenouscreativedestructionalreadypresent
in these models), BGP requiresVt> Vkratherthan Vt = Vk,so thereis now a
rangeof laborsharesconsistentwith BGP.
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6. Conclusion
Almost all existingmodelsof economicgrowthrely on one of two assumptions:
eitherthe productionfunctionis supposedto be Cobb-Douglas(an elasticityof
substitutionbetweencapitalandlaborexactlyequalto 1), or all technicalchange
is assumedto be labor-augmenting.
Much evidence suggeststhatthe elasticity
of substitutionis less than 1. Moreover,a frameworkwith an elasticity of
substitutionexactly equal to 1 does not enable an analysis of medium-run
changes in factor shares. A model with purely labor-augmentingtechnical
change is more attractive,but poses the questionof why there are no capitalaugmentingtechnologicalimprovements.It also suggests that the long-run
factor distributionof income should be a function of tax and labor market
policies andof the savingsrate,while in the data,the long-runfactordistribution
of income appearsto be stable despite changesin these variables.
This paperstudiedthe determinantsof the directionof technicalchangein
a modelwherethe inventionof new productionmethodsis a purposefulactivity.
Profit-maximizingfirms can introducecapital- and/orlabor-augmentingtechnologicalimprovements.The majorresultis that,with the standardassumptions
used to generateendogenousgrowth,long-runtechnicalchangewill be purely
labor-augmenting.
Along the balancegrowthpath,the economy looks like the
standardmodelwith a steadilyincreasingwage rateanda constantinterestrate.
Therefore,the frameworkhere offers a microfoundationfor the standardneoclassical growth model with (exogenous or endogenous) labor-augmenting
technicalchange.But, it also shows that away from the balancedgrowthpath,
there will typically be capital-augmentingtechnical change. Furthermore,I
showed that a range of policies that affect the long-runfactor distributionof
income in the standardmodel have no long-termeffects in this model.
It has to be notedthatthe resultsherehold undera very specificformof the
innovationpossibilitiesfrontier,and the discussionin subsection5.1 indicated
that with other forms, a balancedgrowth path with purely labor-augmenting
technicalchangetypicallyfails to exist. Workon why this form of the innovation possibilitiesfrontieris plausible,or why technicalchange may be laboraugmentingwith otherplausibleforms is a fruitfulareafor futureresearch.
Appendix: Proofs
= x and x(t) - > x
Throughoutthis appendix,I use the notation lim/_^oojc(0
In
I
first
state
the
interchangeably. addition,
following result, which will be
useful in some of the proofs:
LemmaAl: Let
m(t)Vk(t)
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Supposethat e < 1. Then,limt^Jc(t) = 0 => limt_^,A(t)= °o lim,^,
M(t)/M(t)= (1 - p)(bk^(S)S- S)/j3,and Um,^Jl(t)/N(t) = -(I - j3jS/|8.
And lim,^Jc(t) = oo=^ Hm^AO) = 0, limt^Jt(t)/M(t) = -(1 - J8JS//3,
and
~
=
limt^Jl(t)/N(t) (1 P)(bMS)S 8)/$.
Supposethat s > 1. Then,limt^Jc(t) = ooz^>lim,^^^) = °°, lim,^,
M(t)/M(t)= (1 - P)(bkMS)S- S)/j3,and limt_rJl(t)/N(t)= -(1 - /3>S//3.
And limt^Jc(t) = 0 => lim,^k(t) = 0, limt^Jl(t)/M(t) = -(1 - /3>S//3,
and
limt^Jf(t)/N(t) = (1 ~ &)(bMS)S - 8)/p.
Proof of Lemma Al: From (20) we have that

(t) ~

f " r(v)K(v)
f" exp[-tt(r(a>)+8)da>\r(v)K(v)
_
~
dv
dv
w(v)L(v)
exp [-/; (r(a>)+ 8)da>]w(v)L(v)
J t
J t
=

k{vYe-x)ledv.
Jt

As k(t) -> 0, all k(s) -> 0 for all s > t. When s < 1, this implies A(0 -> oo,and
=
therefore St{i) -» 0 and 5^(0 - > 5. This immediately gives l^^J^ityMit)
=
(1
-(1
j3)S//3.The other cases
(3)(bk(j)(S)S S)/j8 and lim,^JV(0/M0
follow analogously.
= °°
Proof of Proposition 1: The proof will show thatpathswith lim^ooCCO/CCO
= g
cannot be equilibria, and that any equilibrium path with limt_+O0C(t)/C(t)
must be a BGP with purely labor-augmenting technical change, i.e.,

lim^lWlTO

= \imt^K(t)IK(i) = g and M(t)/M(t)= 0.

= & cannot be an equilibrium. To
First, I will prove that lim^ooCCO/CCO
derive a contradiction, suppose this is the case. Then from the budget constraint,
= °°, which I will show is not possible. To start
(2), we need \imt_+00Y(t)/Y(t)
take
the
case
where
with,
linv^oA;^) = o°, and note that, from (23), output can
be written as:
lim Y(t) = \imN(t)L[y + (1 - y)^*"1^*"1*

= lim N(t)ye/(e~l)L,

=
since, with s < 1, k(tf£~l)/e -> 0 as k(t) -> oo. Therefore, 1^^,7(0/^(0
=
<
oo. Next, take the case where ]hnt_^Jc(t) constant, then clearly,
N(t)/N(t)
= N(t)/N(t) < oo. Finally, consider the case where k(t) -» 0, in
Kmt_+O0Y(t)/Y(t)
which case, [y + (1 - y)fe(0(e~1)/e]e/(e"1) -> 0, so ]hnt^J(t)/Y(t) <
= oo possible, so
N(t)/N(t) < oo. As a result, in neither case is limt_+00Y(t)/Y(t)
=
°°
cannot be an equilibrium.
lim,_>ootl(0/C(0
This implies that all APs must have lim/_^ooC(0/C(0= g. Next I will show
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= g also necessitates\\mt_+JA(i)IM(f)
= 0, andthatin this
that]imt_^00C(t)/C(t)
case \imt_^C(t)/C(t) = \\mt_^Y(t)IY(i)= ]imt_+J[(t)IK(t)= g, which will
completethe proof.
First,recallthatfor consumptionto grow at the constantrate,we need, from
the Eulerequation(10), the interestrate r(t) = pM(t)p^(t)to remainconstant.
Recall also that
pK{t)= [y(l - yy-lk(t)-{*-l)/e + (1 - y)e]l/i£-l\

(A.I)

which implies
k{t)
pK(t)= 1
7(1 - y)*-lk(t)-<<-l)"
'
+ (1 y)<k(t)
e 7(1 yrlk(t)-^/e
pK(t)
Constantinterestrate, i.e., r(t) = 0, then requires:

(A*2)

M{t) = pK(t)
'
M(t)
pK{t)
To derive a contradiction,first suppose that M(i)IM(t) < 0, then
pM/p^t) > 0, which, from (A2), implies k(t)/k(t)< 0, or k(t) -» 0. But then
> 0, giving a contradiction
fromLemmaAl, k{i) - >0 implies limr^ooM(r)/M(r)
<
with M(t)/M(t) 0.
Next supposethat M(t)/M(t)> 0, which requirespf^lp^t) > 0, which,
from (A2), implies k(t)/k(t) > 0, or k(t) - > <».But then, from Lemma Al,
we have A(0 - » 0. Thus, M{t)IM(f)< 0, contradictingthe suppositionthat
M(t)/M(t)> 0.
= 0, and thus,
Therefore,we must have M(t)/M(t) = 0, and Pf^fylpfJiJ)
=
=
0.
This
also
that
k(t)/k(t)
implies
Kmt_>jfc(t)/K(t) \imt_>Jl(t)/N(t)= g*
with g* as given by (28) in the text. Then, we immediately have that
= g*, and thus Hm,_>ooC(f)/C(0
= g*, completingthe proof.
limt^00Y(t)/Y(t)
Proof of Proposition2: Thecase with s > 1. First,it is clearthatthe BGP with
= 0 outlinedin Proposition1, where
lim/^oot(0/C(0 = g* andlimr^ooM(0/M(0
=
lim^oo&^y&W 0, is still possible. Moreover,the same argumentas in the
proof of Proposition1 implies that there exists no other AP with limt_>00k(t)/
k(t) = 0.
> 0, i.e., k(t) - > o°, then
Second, considerthe case where limt^O0k(t)/k(t)
= (1 >
Lemma Al with s
1 immediatelyimplies that limr_^ooM(r)/M(r)
- S)/j8,and
=
P)(bk<f>(S)S
lim,^JV(0W(0 -(1
/3)S/j3.Next (23) with s > 1
implies that Yimt^J(t)IY{i) = M(t)/M(t) + K(t)/K(t), and r{t) -> r(t) =
= lim^lWFW
=
/3M(0(l - y)**-" = oo. Thus lim.^aO/aO
=
oo
is an AP.
lim^ooitCO/^O
< 0, i.e., k(t) -> 0. Then
Finally, considerthe case where limr_>oo£(0/ifc(0
LemmaAl gives lim,^ooM(0/M(0= -(1 - j3)S//3and\imt^Jl(tlN(t) = (1 j8)(Z?/(/)(5)S8)/]3.(23), in turn,togetherwith k(t) -> 0 and 6r> 1, implies that
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= Km N{t)Y'(s~X)L.
lim Y(t)= lim N(t)U[j + (1 - y)k(t)(e-l)'eY'is~n
= 00
Thuslim^r(f)/y(0 = (1 - P){b^{S)S - 8)/j3< 00,butthenlimr_>ooC(0/C(0
is impossiblefrom (2).
= gc < °°. Then,for consumptionto have
So we musthave limt_>00C(t)/C(t)
a constantgrowth rate, the Euler equation(10) requiresthe interestrate to
remainconstant.From(A2) withk(t)- >0, this requiresk(t)/k(t)= sM(t)/M(t)=
-s(l - j3)8/j3,or lim/^jt(0/*r(0 = (1 - jSXfe^C^S- £?8)/j3,giving us
anotherAP, with a constantrateof consumptiongrowth,whichis, however,not
a BGP, since ]imt^JK(t)/K(t)< lim,_>ooC(0/C(0.
Thecase with s- 1. As e - » 1, the aggregateproductionfunctionbecomes
Cobb-Douglas, y = B(NL)y(MK)l~y,and the equilibriumrelative share of
- y)ly. Therefore,the
capital is always crK= (1
equilibriumallocationof
researcheffort is given by
1 - 7 fyftS - Sk)(p+ 8 + %* - gm)
=
bkcf>(Sk)(p
+8+6g*gn)
y
=
at all points in time, wheregn b^S
Sk)(S Sk) - 8, gn = bk(j)(Sk)Sk
=
8, and g* ygn + (1 y)gm.By standardarguments,the uniqueequilibrium
= g*.
pathhas Hm,_*jf(f)/ff(0 = \imt_^C(t)IC{i)= Hm^^O
Proof of Proposition5: First,exploitingthe definitionof k given by (24), and
using (2), (8), and (17), we obtain:
k _K M N
= +
k K M~N'
- C
+
_
= [y(NL)i£-l)/£ (1 y)(MK){e-l)/e]e/(e-l)
+

^^

]-^(bkcl>(Sk)Sk-blct>(Sl)SlX

- brfiS - Sk)(S- 5,)),
-p-(bk<t>(Sk)Sk
whererecallthatc = CIK.Linearizingaroundthe BGP, we have the firstlinear
differentialequationof the four-equationsystem:
= M[yk-(e~l)/e
+ (1 -7)]*"1} " c +

- M*) + akc(c- c*) + akk(k- **),
-k = aks(Sk
- S*k)+ akm{M

(A.4)

with aks> 0, akm= [y(k*y(e~l)/s + (1 - y)]^*"" > 0, akc= -1 < 0 and
akk< 0. Similarly,using the definitionc = C/^T,the Euler equation(8), and
equations(10) and (25):
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K

c_C

= - (j3(l - y)M[yk-^l)/£ + (1 - 7)]1/(*~1}- p)
-

(A.5)

7)]e/(e-1}+ c
M[yk-{e~X)le+ (1

Linearizing around the BGP gives the second linear differential equation:
C-=
acm(M- M*) + acc(c - c*) + ack(k- fc*),

(A.6)

with acc = 1 > 0, and
acm= ~eJ8(l 7)[7(fc*r(£-1)/£+ (1 y)]l/{s-l) [y(k*y{£-l)/e + (1 7)]*-1}
= a'cm- akm,

where akm> 0 is defined above, and a'cm> 0.
In addition, ack is the derivative of {[yk~(£-l/e) + (1 - y)]1**""
X [(1/0)]8(1 - 7) - yk~ie~l)/e - (1 - y)]}, where both terms have negative
derivatives, hence ack < 0.
Next, recall that (8) gives:
M
^

1 - ]8

=

-^

[bk<t>(Sk)Sk S\.

Linearizing this relationship, we obtain the third differential equation:
M
- =
ams(Sk- St)9

(A.7)

with ams > 0.
Finally, recall that in BGP, we have:
- Sk)nVl=
b^iS
bk${Sk)mVk
= 4>(Sk)to simplify the notation, and differentiate
Define <£,= <f)(S- Sk) and <j>k
the preceding equation to obtain:
n

m Vk
+
^8>
n
-Ske>
VrSke>
Vk< 0 and et = <f>'(S- S^S/J^S - Sk) < 0. Next
where ek = <f>'(SJS,/<l>(Sk)
differentiating (20), we have
Sk

+

n

+

Vi

Sk

+
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8Vt and rVk- Vk= irk 8Vh

rVi -Vi=TTt-

(A. 9)

with 77;and 7rkgiven by (21). Therefore,
Sk

n

\rh

1-P

- -[ek +

rK\l

(wL

- <f>£S
- Sk)+

etY^A

l-^

Ub* -

o*)],

where the second step uses the fact that we are in the neighborhood of the BGP,
and £ is a constant proportional to the BGP a)s/wL ratio given by, £ = (\>t[p+
jS)]"1. Also recall that [ek + e^~x < 0. Therefore,
dg* + 8 (1 2j3)g*/(l
our fourth differential equation is:
S
- =
ass(Sk S*k)+ ask(k **),

(A. 10)

with ass > 0 and ask > 0.
Expressing these four equations together, we have

l$kfSk\ (ass 0
MIM
clc

\ k/kI

0 ask\ ls\

0

M
c\

0
0
ams
0 acm acc ackl

^Al)

\aks akmakc akkj \kj

Since M and k are state variables and Sk and c are control variables, saddle-path
stability requires the determinantin (Al 1) to have two positive and two negative
eigenvalues. To find these eigenvalues, write:
jass

- A

a™

a t
°et

0

\

aks

0

0

"A

°

acm acc-\
akm

akc

ask \

°

ack
akk

-

= u'
n

A/

which gives the following fourth-orderpolynomial:
A4 - [ass + acc + akk]\3 + [assakk- akcack- aksask\X2- [amsakmask
assakcack
•
•
•
•
+ assaccakk]\ + ams ask (acc akm akc acm) = 0.

The four roots, A1?A2, A3, and A4 give the eigenvalues. By standard arguments
we have that these four roots satisfy:
•
*
•
= ams • ask • (akm • acc - akc • acm)
A-i A2 A3 A4

Now using the fact that acc = 1, akc = - 1, and acm = a'cm - akm, we have
•
•
•
•
•
Aj A2 A3 A4 = ams ask a'cm.
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Since acm> 0, ask> 0, and a'cm> 0, we have that\x • A2• A3• A4> 0. So we
must have eitherfourpositive roots,or four negativeroots,or two positive and
two negativeroots. Next also note that
A]• A2+ Aj• A3+ Aj• A4+ A2• A3+ A2• A4+ A3• A4
_

ass

"

akk

~akc

'

ack

~aks

'

ask

^

f\

"(-)•(-)
"(+)•(+)'
(+)•(")
which means that we can have neitherfour positive roots nor four negative
roots, establishingthat there must be some positive roots, and some negative
roots. Therefore,there must be two positive and two negative roots, so the
system is locally saddle-pathstable.
With e > 1, we have ask< 0, thus Aj • A2• A3• A4 = - ams• ask• a'cm<
0, and we have three positive and one negative eigenvalues, and the BGP
equilibriumis not locally stable.
Proof of Lemma1: I will prove this lemma in two steps. First,I show that if
where (j)f= <f)(S- S$ and <fi = ^(Sf), then
bdfnitWfa) < bk<\>tm(t)Vk{f)
<
for all tf > t. Next I will show thattransitional
b^nit'Wfa')
bk<f)tm(t')Vk(tr)
dynamicscan be representedby (32), where i//(M*)= 0, and ty(M)= 0 for all
M § M* for s < 1 and ijj(M)= 0 for all M = M* for e > 1.
Recall thatk(i) = G(M(t))at all t, with G(-) strictlyincreasing.Next recall
=
that bt<l)*n(t)Vj(t)
when aK = £*, or when M = M* and k =
bk<J>pn(t)Vk(t),
=
k*. Also in this case, M 0 and N/N = g*. Now I show thatthese properties
imply that,for s < 1, a^t) > Z?*if and only if b^ni^V^t) < bk<)>pn(t)Vk(t).
for all t' > t.
Moreover,these imply b^fniOV^f) < bk<l>pn(t')Vk(t')
Supposethat a^t) > ft*, and to derive a contradiction,supposealso that
First, if this is the case, we will have b^S b^fnitWtit) > bk(t)fm(t)Vk(t).
=
for some Sk(t)< S* (or bt4){S)n{f)Vit)>
Sk(t))n(t)VJit) bk^>(Sk(t))m(t)Vk(t)
andthusrh< 0. Second,from(A9), we can only have cr^t) >
bk<j)(0)m(t)Vk(t)),
b* and brffndOVft)> bk<\)*km(i)Vk{t)
if brffiitWiiO > bk$frn(t)Vk(t).
Third,
-»
note that for A/ 0, we have
+ btifnWM
b^Mt + *tMt + A/) = bdfnWfc) + b^nWlt)
>
>
>
>
+ Ar)Vk(t+ A/) = M>M*) Vik(r)^c/>*m(r)
bk<t>Mt
v,(r) fc^Mr) V,(r)
Now recall that b^ntyVfr) > bk<l)*m(t)Vk(t)
implies rh < 0, which in turn,
from k{t) = G(M(t)),implies k{t) < 0. So cr^i) > 0. Therefore,we must have
at all t' > t, and consequentlyM{i)IM(f)< 0,
brffnit'Wfc') > bk<\)*km(t')Vk{t')
and therefore,k(t)/k(t)< 0, and lim,^^) = 0. But LemmaAl implies thatin
= oo, giving a contradiction.Therefore,
this case limt_+O0m(t)Vk(t)/n(t)Vl(t)
whenevera^t) > £*, we must have b^nifyV^i) < bk(j)tm(t)Vk(t).
But whenever a^t) > fe*,fromk(t) = G(M(t)\ we have k(t) < fc*and thereforeM(t) <
M*. This establishesthatthe law of motionof the economycan be represented
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simply by M(f)IM(i) = tf^M(t)).In addition,recall that M(t) = 0 requires
o-M = b*, thereforeM(t) = M* and kit) = A:*,establishingthat i)j(M*)= 0.
Finally,it has alreadybeen shownthatin the case with s < 1, when cr^t) > &*,
we have M(i)IM(i)> 0. Since a^t) > b* is equivalentto M(t) < M*, we have
thatM(t) < M* <=>
M(t)/M(t)> 0. And similarly,when cr^t) < 2?*,M(t) > M*,
we have M(t)/M(t)< 0, provingthat i)j(M)= 0 for all M|M*. The arguments
for o-f^t)< 2?*and for the case where e > 1 are analogous.
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